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Student Interest Survey


Name: ___________________________________________________ Birthday: __________________________


Adults who live with me:


Name __________________________________________________________________________________________


Name __________________________________________________________________________________________


Brothers and sisters:


Name ____________________________________________________________________ Age ________________


Name ____________________________________________________________________ Age ________________


Name ____________________________________________________________________ Age ________________


Name ____________________________________________________________________ Age ________________


(If you have more than four, please list others on the back of this sheet.)


Special friends: ________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


What I like to do most at home: _______________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


My favorite hobbies: ___________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


Please print as neatly as possible!
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Student Interest Survey (Page 2)


My favorite book(s) and magazine(s):__________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


If I had one wish, it would be… ________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


School would be better if… ____________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________


If I had a million dollars, I would… _____________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


One thing that I am really good at is… _________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


I do my best thinking when… __________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


This is what one of my teachers did last year that I liked the most: _____________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


This is what one of my teachers did last year that I liked the least: ______________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Student Interest Survey (Page 3)


My All-Time Favorites:


√ candy: _____________________________________________________________________________________


√ movie: _____________________________________________________________________________________


√ song: ______________________________________________________________________________________


√ musical group: _____________________________________________________________________________


√ type of pizza:_______________________________________________________________________________


√ color: ______________________________________________________________________________________


√ car: ________________________________________________________________________________________


√ professional athletic team:___________________________________________________________________


√ style of clothing: ___________________________________________________________________________


√ vacation place: _____________________________________________________________________________


√ board game: _______________________________________________________________________________


√ radio station:_______________________________________________________________________________


√ TV show:___________________________________________________________________________________


√ outdoor activity:____________________________________________________________________________


After I graduate, I want to… ___________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


Something else that I want you to know about me is… _________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________________________________





SMART Notebook


Sections for Writer’s Notebook:

1.  Writing (Quickwrites, Freewrites)    

2.  The Writer’s Eye (I):  Lists of Things I Can Write About    

3.  Word, Phrase and Sentence Gems   

4.  The Art and Craft of Mechanics     
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SMART Notebook


 (
Quickwrite
/
Freewriting
 Rules
1.  Write.  Just write.  Keep your
hand
 moving.  (The only way to do this
 
wrong
 is to not write or to quit early.)
2.  Experiment with spelling, punctuation
or
 grammar.
3.  Go wherever your writing (thinking on
the
 page) takes you.  If another story comes to mind, maybe that’s what you should
 
be writing about.  Go for it.)
4.  
Be
 specific and try to “show” and
 
not
 “tell”.
5.  Don’t be afraid to share.  We learn from each other.
)
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SMART Notebook


Dear grade 9’s, 

	Once upon a time, I was chilling with my friends at the “native wall” and one of my buddies decided that he was going to start a fight with someone he had gotten into an argument with earlier that day. He started quickly walking down the hallway, like he was on a mission to kill, and as everyone followed him,  more and more people joined in, wanting to see a fight. We were almost at the gym area, when “He” came around the corner, and my buddy went  toe-toe with him, while cussing and pushing him vigorously. Boom! The first punch had been thrown and the crowd went wild, and one of the teens in the background decided  to close the hallway doors on both sides of the fighting area so no teachers could get in. The fight continued, and by this time both of the fighters had gotten their licks in, and both of them were bleeding from the mouth and nose. My buddy angrily wiped the blood off his lips with the back of his hand and saw how much blood was on his hand, making him angrier. Boom! Bang! Smash! As quick as the fight started, my buddy ended it, leaving his opponent lying on the ground bleeding all over the floor,in a pool of blood.

 Not too long after the fight ended, the teachers saw what happened, and called down all the people that saw the fight, questioning everyone and giving out suspensions like candy on Halloween. “Can Matthew Joe please come to Mr.Wood’s office?” The announcements come on, and it was my turn to be questioned. When I arrived at the office, I fessed up to being at the fight, and told them everything I knew about the fight, but instead of getting a pat on the back and a small detention, Mr.Wood claimed that I had been in a gang, and that I could be suspended for a maximum of 5 days, but since I was never in trouble and I always did my work, he only suspended me for 1 day. From that day on, I decided that I will always watch what situations I get myself into at school, and watch more closely to who I hang out with and how they affect my choices in life.

SMART Notebook


Allie Martin	Advice to MVHS Freshman 2012	May 22nd 2012

Skipping class

When I was in grade 9, I discovered jigging. It started out just skipping one class a day, then a couple more days, then I began skipping full days of class & then eventually I just stopped going all together. 

Skipping class is one of the most stupid things I decided to do throughout my grade nine year. Of course, I ended up failing the year and staying back, while my friends who never jigged moved on to grade 10. I was stuck chilling in grade 9 with what seemed like little kids, who acted so immature. But I had nobody to blame but myself. Now I’m in grade 12, my senior year & all my friends I originally came to high school with are gone and graduated. I should be in my first year university, but no. I’m still in high school & it sucks.



School work

	I couldn’t even begin to tell you how much higher my past grades COULD have been, if I had tried – or at least put the effort in. I’ve handed in so many late assignments and handouts, that there’s no excuse. If I had taken the time to do my work in class, I wouldn’t be in this problem.

	Teachers give you time to work in class for a reason, so why not use it? It’s better having your work done other than staring at the wall or ceiling for a half an hour. It’s such a good feeling to have when your assignments are already done and handed in before the deadline, huge stress reliever. I only wish I could have figured this out when I was in grade nine. Now I’m in grade twelve with shitty grades from the years before, that doesn’t look attractive on my university transcripts!

	If the time is given to you to get your work done and handed in, you mind as well take advantage and use the time! I wish I did.

Suspensions 

	In the beginning of the school year, I had made the dumb decision to hold something for a friend. Something I knew I shouldn’t have been holding, but I took the chance and did it anyways. Stupid move.

	It had started the week before, probably on a Thursday or Friday when one of my buddies had approached me and asked a favor. “Hey man, I think the teachers saw me smoking…. Want to hold this for me so I don’t get caught?!?!” I of course, made the dumb decision to say “sure”. He quickly handed me a homemade pipe, and I tucked it away inside my jacket pocket.

	That lunch time when we were supposed to make the trade, and I give him his stuff back, I magically got picked up by my mother to go out to eat and I had already forgotten about the pipe. I lost my chance to return to him what was his, and now I got stuck with it all weekend.

	The following week, that Monday morning I had gone out for a smoke with my friend and step sister. We stayed out later than the bell rang, and just kept chilling and having our cigarettes. But then, my friend hands my step sister a joint and they smoke it together. We didn’t know that beside the school at the doors, a teacher was standing there watching  us-watching them, hand a joint to each other.

	By the time we got into the school, the teacher was already waiting and we got escorted to the office all together. I remember thinking I was going to get a slap on the wrist because I never do anything wrong. Well, I was wrong. I had forgotten all about the pipe in my jacket.

	We were all taken into the principal’s office one by one

	





SMART Notebook


I have some advice to give to some of you grade nines. The best thing you could ever do in high school is get involved, get involved in sports or clubs or anything that your interested in, it’ll make the years go by faster and they will be a lot more fun as well, my grade nine year I got involved in playing rugby and it was the best decision I could have made all through high school. I made a lot of good new friends, I was now known by all the older guys and girls too, we had some good times and my year was so much better and too this day of my grade 11 year, it is still going great, and I believe that part of this is from be playing rugby two years ago.

Oh you smoke weed at school everyday? You jig class? Well, piece of advice, I tried both. Neither of the two things I had mentioned are great ideas to be doing at school it is a waste of time, a waste of health, and a waste of money, people think they are so cool cause they smoke weed or dope or whatever they want to call it at school but really, it makes you a useless slob, you don’t want to do anything and you just want to sit around and eat and sleep all day long, and jigging, well that’s just a waste of yours, and your teachers time because you wont pass your class. I tried smoking weed before and all that it got me was a criminal record, kicked out of the house, and judged by many people. I also jigged many days of school, which is resulting in me not graduating next year on time with all of my friends like I wanted too.

Get a job, stop living off of your parents hard earned money so they can pay for your Xbox or your gas in the car. If you get your own job you can then pay for everything you could want yourself, yeah sure you may not be able to hang out with friends as often as you want, but imagine your own car in the driveway, being able to pay for everything yourself and not have to ask  your parents for a cent. I am a working student and I now own my own truck, I pay my own cell phone bill, and, I also have money to spend if I want to go out with my friends now and then, and, I now know how to spend money wisely.

SMART Notebook


Hello grade nine’s



I am going to give you advice for your four or more years in high school.  Now high school is the going to be the best years of your life but it’s important to remember the school work should always come first.  I know it you might feel overwhelmed with the work and any other actives you might be doing, but your homework/assignments will be what makes you get through high school easily and will always keep your grades at a passing mark.

Try your best to not get distracted by the freedom you get in high school.   Take school seriously. Don’t text and call in class, but wait till after the bell because most teachers will take your phone and not give it back till June. Pay attention in school and always ask questions if you don’t understand anything in class. Make sure you always have the right school supplies. 

Now, I know high school might be all “big and scary”, but always your best.     Try to make new friends and socialize. Be sure to stay calm and relax. Don’t be scared to ask the kids in the higher grades question because I’m sure once in their life they were in grade nine too and asking the older kids the same questions. Everyone has been in the same place as you.  Just make sure you find yourself around people you feel comfortable with and also the right crowd, with the right group of people that won’t get you in trouble!

Don’t jig because class time is very important, you get work done and you learn stuff and if you get caught for jigging you will either end up detention or worst suspension, and that’s something you don’t want on your record, because teachers will slowly lose trust in you and will always start to assume that you are jigging.



Get involved, in sports or clubs or anything that might interest you, don’t be afraid go to the meetings or try outs. Joining these teams or clubs it’s a wonderful way of making new friends, in high school there’s rugby, hockey, volleyball, basketball and baseball teams.  Personally I’ve come to enjoy these sports and clubs. And by joining these teams they will teach to have a good sense of school spirit and pride. But don’t just get involved into the sports and clubs. Get involved by taking part in school prep rallies and dressing up on blue and gold day. These will show your school spirit.

 These are my words of advice to you guys now it’s up to you, to use it and possibly make high school your best years of your life.







SMART Notebook


I Am From Poem



1.  list of your favourite foods

2.  describe all the sights and sounds on the way to school

3.  your favourite relative and explain why

4.  a keepsake that you will never throw away

5.  a family saying or expression

6.  a place where you feel the safest

7.  somewhere you would like to turn to if you had the time or money

8.  something that happens to you everyday in spite of trying to change

9.  your first memory



Student Example

I am from….

 …maple syrup drizzled crepes stuffed with whipped cream chocolate sauce



rattling College Street cars, crowds of people wrapped in winter coats cradling steaming coffees in tall Styrofoam,

 

the leafy trees of Elm Street



my Aunt Myriam, who always, always manages to trick me on April Fool’s



“Well if Bob ain’t your uncle then Fanny’s your aunt!”



Beary the Bear from Eaton’s that I received at three



underneath my duvet on a Sunday night watching the cheesy movie for the week



my grandfather’s farm in Southwestern France, a rolling vineyard and the cool empty stone house they no longer live in



always forgetting to turn off the bathroom light



waking from a nap to the warm kiss of my mother.
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Get to Know Me

Complete the following activities to help me get to know you a little better.  This is a formal assignment, so remember to do your best, most professional work.  Use pen or type the assignment.  NO PENCILS for good copies.



1.  Life’s Messages:  Brainstorm a list of mottos or sayings that speak to your personality or have affected your life.  Choose one from your list and write a paragraph telling why this motto or expression is important to you and how it affects your life.

2.  I’m Bugged:  Make a list of things that really bug you.  Pick one to elaborate on.  Explain why this is such a pet peeve.

3.  What No One Knows:  Who are you?  What dreams do you have?  What worries or frightens you?  What do you care about?

4.  Book Worm:  List the last 5 books that you read.  Pick your favourite out of the list and explain why it is so good.

5.  Go Pulamoo!  Make two lists of positive and negative experiences at MVHS.  Pick one and write a paragraph to explore the experience more deeply.



Remember to be honest and insightful in your answers.  I really would like to get to know you!

Value:  25 points.  This should be easy since it’s all about YOU!

Due:  Tuesday September 18, 2012

SMART Notebook




Comprehension Strategy:

Synthesizing Information

Good readers summarize stories infused with their own thoughts. 



Catherine Wishart

Literacy Coach

Copyright © 2009. All rights reserved. 







“Synthesis is the process of ordering, recalling, retelling, and recreating into a coherent whole” 



(Zimmermann and Hutchins, 2003, p. 130). 







Synthesis Is More Than a Simple Summary

		Synthesis involves telling the highlights of the story or article.

		Synthesis also involves explaining what the story or article means to you.

		How does it relate to your own life? (Text-to-self)

		How does it relate to other readings? (Text-to-text)

		How does it reflect on the world? (Text-to-world)

		Synthesis is a creative process that involves combining the keys of comprehension into a focused idea that has personal meaning for you, the reader.









 Which Keys Do I Use When I Synthesize?











Synthesize Information

Make Mental

Images

Ask Questions

Make

Inferences

Determine Importance





Build

Background Knowledge

Fix-up Strategies







When Readers Synthesize

		Good readers interweave their own thoughts to form a comprehensive perspective.

		Good readers think about all the parts of their comprehension of a story or article and blend these thoughts into an overall impression.

		Good readers determine what the personal conversation between the reader and the author should be.









What Readers Say About Synthesizing

		“As you collect information from your book, you need to notice your changing thoughts.”

		“Synthesizing helps you pick out big details and respond to the story.”

		“Synthesizing helps you create a brand-new world in your mind.”

		It’s your thinking and background knowledge added to the summary. It helps you understand more about the book.” 

		(Zimmermann and Hutchins, 2003, p. 133).









“Honesty in Humble Life” 

from the Percy Anecdotes

At a fair in the town of Keith, in the north of Scotland, in the year 1767, a merchant having lost his pocket-book, which contained about £100 sterling, advertised it next day, offering a reward of £20 to the finder. It was immediately brought to him by a countryman, who desired him to examine it; the owner finding it in the same state as when he lost it, paid down the reward; but the man declined accepting it, alleging that it was too much; he then offered him £15, then £10, then £5, all of which he successively refused. Being at last desired to make his own demand, he asked only five shillings to drink his health, which was most thankfully given him.

An instance of conduct extremely similar occurred at Plymouth, at the end of the late war. A British seaman, who returned from France, received £65 for his pay. In proceeding to the tap-house in Plymouth Dockyard, with his money enclosed in a bundle, he dropped it, without immediately discovering his loss. When he missed it, he sallied forth in search of it; after some inquiries, he fortunately met J. Prout, a labourer in the yard, who had found the bundle, and gladly returned it. Jack, no less generous than the other was honest, instantly proposed to Prout to accept half, then £20, both of which he magnanimously refused. Ten pounds, next five, were tendered, but with a similar result. At length jack determined that his benefactor should have some token of his gratitude, forced a £2 note into Prout's pocket.

Traits of character like these would reflect honour on any class of society.

(http://www.mspong.org/percy/integrity.htm#JohnLocke). 







Synthesizing Thought Using the Three-Entry Journal

		Main Ideas		Details		Response: Thoughts, Questions, and Connections

		Title “Honesty in Humble Life”		Reflects on the content – people doing the right thing
Why humble? How is this word used?

		Lost and found – 100 pounds		The right thing to do was to return the money, but few people would do that
Why refuse the reward? What’s wrong with taking the reward? 

		Honest people often offer rewards for lost items		Honest people often expect others to need a reason to do the right thing
Why don’t we trust each other to do the right thing?

		“sallied”		Old word – not used today

		“Traits of character like these  would reflect honour in any class of society.”		The author pays attention to classes of people. What does class matter? Shouldn’t everyone be thoughtful and honest?
The author believes that honesty is very important in developing a person’s character
These two intertwined stories are uplifting and happy































Practicing This Strategy

		The short story, “The Puzzle,” is continued on the next slide. 

		Read this portion of the story carefully. You may also decide to review previous portions of the story to assure you recall the highlights of the characters and the plot. 









“The Puzzle” by Anonymous

	“It strikes me that the puzzle consists in finding out how it is possible to go to sleep in Pugh’s purchase in your bedroom. This is far better than the old-fashioned prescription of cats on the tiles.”

	It struck me the noise was distinctly louder than before; this applied both to the tick, tick, tick, and the screeching.

	“Possibly,,” I told myself, as I relighted the gas, “the explosion is to come off this time.” 

	I turned to look at the box. There could be no doubt about it; the noise was louder. And, if  I could trust my eyes, the box was moving – giving a series of little jumps. This might have been an optical  delusion, but it  seemed to me that at each tick the box gave a little bound. During the screeches – which  sounded more like the cries of an animal in agony of pain even than before –n if it did not tilt itself first on one end, and then  increased in size; I could have sworn not only that it had increased, but that it was increasing, even as I stood there looking on. It had grown, and still was growing, both broader, and longer, and deeper. Pugh, of course, would have attributed it to supernatural agency; there never was a man with such a nose for a ghost. I could picture him occupying my position, shivering in his nightshirt, as he beheld that miracle taking place before his eyes. The solution which at once suggested itself to me--and which would NEVER have suggested itself to Pugh!-- was that the box was fashioned, as it were, in layers, and that the ingenious mechanism it contained was forcing the sides at once both upward and outward. I took it in my hand. I could feel something striking against the bottom of the box, like the tap, tap, tapping of a tiny hammer.

	“This is a pretty puzzle of Pugh’s. He would say that that is the tapping of a deathwatch. For my part I have not much faith in deathwatches, et hoc genus omne, but it certainly is a curious tapping; I wonder what is going to happen next?”

	Apparently nothing, except a continuation of those mysterious sounds. That the box had increased in size I had, and have, no doubt whatever. I should say that it had increased a good inch in every direction, at least half an inch while I had been looking on. But while I stood looking its growth was suddenly and perceptibly stayed; it ceased to move. Only the noise continued.

	"I wonder how long it will be before anything worth happening does happen! I suppose something is going to happen; there can't be all this to-do for nothing. If it is anything in the infernal machine line, and there is going to be an explosion, I might as well be here to see it. I think I'll have a pipe."

	I put on my dressing-gown. I lit my pipe. I sat and stared at the box. I dare say I sat there for quite twenty minutes when, as before, without any sort of warning, the sound was stilled. Its sudden cessation rather startled me.



 









	

 



	"Has the mechanism again hung fire? Or, this time, is the explosion coming off?" It did not come off; nothing came off. "Isn't the box even going to open?"

	It did not open. There was simply silence all at once, and that was all. I sat there in expectation for some moments longer. But I sat for nothing. I rose. I took the box in my hand. I shook it.

	"This puzzle IS a puzzle." I held the box first to one ear, then to the other. I gave it several sharp raps with my knuckles. There was not an answering sound, not even the sort of reverberation which Pugh and I had noticed at first. It seemed hollower than ever. It was as though the soul of the box was dead. "I suppose if I put you down, and extinguish the gas and return to bed, in about half an hour or so, just as I am dropping off to sleep, the performance will be recommenced. Perhaps the third time will be lucky."

	But I was mistaken--there was no third time. When I returned to bed that time I returned to sleep, and I was allowed to sleep; there was no continuation of the performance, at least so far as I know. For no sooner was I once more between the sheets than I was seized with an irresistible drowsiness, a drowsiness which so mastered me that I--I imagine it must have been instantly--sank into slumber which lasted till long after day had dawned. Whether or not any more mysterious sounds issued from the bowels of Pugh's puzzle is more than I can tell. If they did, they did not succeed in rousing me.

	And yet, when at last I did awake, I had a sort of consciousness that my waking had been caused by something strange. What it was I could not surmise. My own impression was that I had been awakened by the touch of a person's hand. But that impression must have been a mistaken one, because, as I could easily see by looking round the room, there was no one in the room to touch me.

It was broad daylight. I looked at my watch; it was nearly eleven o'clock. I am a pretty late sleeper as a rule, but 	I do not usually sleep as late as that. That scoundrel Bob would let me sleep all day without thinking it necessary to call me. I was just about to spring out of bed with the intention of ringing the bell so that I might give Bob a piece of my mind for allowing me to sleep so late, when my glance fell on the dressing-table on which, the night before, I had placed Pugh's puzzle. It had gone!

	Its absence so took me by surprise that I ran to the table. It HAD gone. But it had not gone far; it had gone to pieces! There were the pieces lying where the box had been. The puzzle had solved itself. The box was open, open with a vengeance, one might say. Like that unfortunate Humpty Dumpty, who, so the chroniclers tell us, sat on a wall, surely "all the king's horses and all the king's men" never could put Pugh's puzzle together again!







How Do Good Readers Synthesize?

		What is the author trying to do in this story?

		Are there any questions that  ask yourself when you read the story?

		What does your personal movie look like?

		What background knowledge do you link to the story?

		What are the main ideas? The important details?

		Complete a three-entry journal entry about the story thus far.

		Be prepared to discuss the story in class. 









Guiding Questions to Aid Synthesizing

		What do I think the author believes? What information does the author provide that shows me what the author is thinking?

		What does this summary mean to me? What else have I read that is like this text?

		Has reading this passage changed my mind about this topic? Why or why not?

		What does this text remind me of? Does this story make me think differently about things that have happened in my own life? How?









Synthesizing is like baking a cake. You gather all the ingredients that make up a whole cake. The eggs are just eggs, the flour is just flour, and the sugar is only sugar. But when you mix it all together and add your own special touches, these details add up to a wonderful  whole torte of your own creation. The more experience you have baking, the more delightful your creation will be. The more questions you ask on how to bake, the better the results will be.  The more you can envision your final product, the more perfect your pastry will turn out.
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